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In depth — A new Statistics Canada Internet site

Readers of Statistics Canada’s major analytical periodicals now have access to a selection of published
articles or abstracts through a new Agency Internet site.

Effective today, Statistics Canada has created a hyperlink called "In depth", which supplies online
access to material in such publications as Perspectives on labour and income, Canadian social trends,
Education quarterly review, Health reports, Juristat and Services indicators.

The site provides a downloadable version of either an article, or an abstract, from the latest issue of
each publication. The site will be updated with the release of each publication, and some publications will
eventually have online versions of back issues. Access to the link is available at www.statcan.ca.

For more information, contact Henry Pold (613-951-4608; poldhen@statcan.ca), Labour and
Household Survey Analysis Division.
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OTHER RELEASES

Residential Telephone Service Survey
August 1998

Data are now available for the August 1998 Residential
Telephone Service Survey. Information in this
microdata file refers to telephone service penetration
rates in Canada’s 10 provinces in August 1998.

To order the microdata file (56M0001XDB,
$500), contact Carol Nusum-Sol
(613-951-4598; 1 800 461-9050), Special
Surveys Division.

For further information, or to enquire about
the concepts, methods and data quality of this
release, contact Marc Hamel (613-951-2495;
hamemar@statcan.ca), Special Surveys Division. �

Canadian domestic air travel
Third quarter 1997 (preliminary)

Air passenger origin and destination data are now
available for the first nine months of 1997. The data
represent passengers who travelled within Canada on
scheduled flights provided by major air carriers.

For further information, or to enquire about the
concepts, methods and data quality of this release,

contact Jodi-Anne Massicotte (613-951-0163), Aviation
Statistics Centre, Transportation Division. �

Geography Working Paper Series

The Geography Working Paper Series has been
initiated to stimulate discussion on a variety of topics
covering conceptual, methodological or technical work
to support the development and dissemination of the
Geography Division’s data, products and services.
Readers of the series are encouraged to contact the
authors with comments, criticisms and suggestions.

The first paper, entitled Automated land area
tests for the 2001 Census: Preliminary results using
the 1996 digital cartographic files by Carolyn Weiss
and Augustine Akuoko-Asibey, is now available. The
report is available via the Internet www.statcan.ca
(92F0138MIE, no. 1998-1, free). A paper copy
(92F0138MPE, no. 1998-1, $10) is also available from
Geo-Help, Geography Division.

For further inquiries about the working paper series,
contact Geo-Help (613-951-3889; fax: 613-951-0569;
geohelp@statcan.ca), Geography Division . �
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